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State lawmakers are proposing $300 million in cuts to
higher-education spending as a means of forcing an agency that sells
workers' compensation insurance to cough up $500 million.

The move Wednesday by the Joint Budget Committee came the
same day lawmakers were told that a Colorado Supreme Court
ruling last month upholding a mill-levy freeze also gave them broad
discretion to eliminate tax exemptions and tax credits. Some
Republicans called that authority "dangerous."

The JBC on Wednesday substantially finished filling the $766.4
million hole in the state's next budget year, which begins in July.
The week before, the six-member panel had finished balancing the
budget in the current year, which was nearly $800 million short.

Failing to protect Ward Churchill's free speech will cost the
University of Colorado — at least $1.
The former ethnic-studies professor won his civil case against
CU on Thursday after a unanimous jury found he was fired in
retaliation for his controversial essay about the Sept. 11, 2001,
attacks.
But the jury awarded Churchill only the paltry amount in
damages, allowing both sides to claim some measure of victory in a
four-year battle pitting free speech and tenure against the value of
academic purity.
Churchill's attorney, David Lane, lauded the jury's decision as a
victory for free speech.
"I can't tell you how significant this is," Lane said. "There are
very few moments that give the First Amendment this kind of life."
CU president Bruce Benson said the small monetary damages
show how much the jury believed Churchill.

LONDON—Leaders from around the globe made headway Thursday on
tackling the world's worst financial crisis since the 1930s, with signs of

agreements to give more money to the International Monetary Fund, clamp
down on tax havens and tighten regulation over freewheeling hedge funds.
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complimentary glass of wine or shoeshine.

A British official said the Group of 20 rich and developing
countries would likely approve giving more than $500 billion to the
IMF so it can increase its loans to governments struggling because of
the financial crisis. The official spoke on condition of anonymity
because talks were ongoing.

Two other people close to the negotiations said France and
Germany had persuaded the Group of 20 leaders to back tougher
language in the final statement on stronger financial regulations to
avoid a repeat of the current crisis.

LAMAR — This town understands as well as any the idea of
priming a pump to get it flowing.
And so city leaders are priming their economic pump with
$50,000 in incentives for people willing to spend money in town.
Anyone who buys a car this month from the eight local dealers
receives a certificate for $100 worth of gas. And anyone who spends
$300 within the city limits this month for items other than
groceries, liquor and pharmaceuticals gets a $30 gift certificate
that's good at most merchants.
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Opening the summit in London's east Docklands district, British
Prime Minister Gordon Brown said there was strong unity among
leaders.

"It's our own way of stimulating the economy," said Roger
Stagner, 50, a member of the City Council and co-owner of Stagner
Inc. automobile dealership. "It's good for anyone who shops in

“Certainly, objective SPC results
can be compared with SNAP Certificate
values and then shared with both production and ad sales team members so that
everyone is aware of the newspaper’s
ongoing conformance to coldset industry
specifications.” The SPC target is downloadable without charge from the SNAP
Web site.

SNAP survey

SNAP and Adobe

Horizon issue: SNAP and heatset

Finally, and in order to make sure SNAP
is addressing key industry needs, the
committee has posted an online survey at
www.snapquality.com to collect information about the coldset printing community. We invite News & Tech readers to
participate. Results will be shared with
readers in future columns.

Meantime, Adobe Systems Inc. has taken
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reflects coldset printing rather than printing
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sion or joining SNAP (no registration fees
Communications Inc. Vice President
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and SNAP Chair Peter Brehm of the new
contact either Peter Brehm at pbrehm@
profile.
vertisinc.com, or Dennis Cheeseman at
Brehm said Cheeseman and US Ink
dennis.cheeseman@usink.com. 
were particularly instrumental in the
development of the SNAP profile.
(Interested in a speaker on SNAP at your
Once Adobe releases CS5, SNAP
upcoming conference, internal sales or
plans to urge coldset printers to encourproduction meeting, or association gatherage designers to use the SNAP profile as
ing? Please let us know. SNAP Committee
they prepare files in order to optimize
members are willing and able to help introimage tone reproduction on coldset
duce SNAP and its contents and benefits to
newsprint.
industry groups.)
The use of prior profiles, which
reflects printing heatset on coated paper,
often led to flat and muddy ink-on-paper
reproduction rather than good print contrast created when coldset printers print
to SNAP solid ink densities and meet
SNAP TVI aim points. Printing to SNAP
specifications yields open three-quarter
tones, midtones, and quarter tones and
thus creates a pleasing reproduction.
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This ad is being performed as part of our commitment to quality. Once we have the results, we will
use this to assure our process is under control and
we are producing the best quality product possible
for you - our customer. You may see this ad from
time to time as we fine tune our process but rest
assured we will continue to deliver you the best
quality product possible.
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